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Abstract— The foundation of every country is the youth’s strength without their establishment a country is like a garden without flow-
ers.Pakistan is that largest country where 10 million street children were exist, especially the youth’s ratio having the age of (18-20) years wereparticular-
lyparticipate in this illegal profession called begging,the estimate ratio was about 1.5 million. Pakistan is the 5thlargest country where these types of 
shame full activity were performed at its peak which is run by an organization called (mafia).Begging is a curse on society, but people make this profes-
sion as a money earning path and completely demolished the concept of sympathy.  This organization eviler act was not stopped till begging; also they 
do a nefarious work that they excreted out children’s organ and sold it. Related to children’s psychological perspective a syndicate like organization 
called mafia washes their brain through hypnotism and use other medicines too which devastated their mentality, after that they molds their mindinto 
whatever they want. 
Index Terms:Begging, Mafia Organization, Devastated Brain’s Mentality, Vending Organ, Decline Youth’s Strength, Dark Revolution Appears, Pakistan 
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——————————      —————————— 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                               
he scientific study of the human mind and its functions, 
especiallywhich affects their behavior, mental characte-
ristics or attitude of a person or a group known as psy-
chology. Homeless youth were often called street kids 

because their parents have no resources to help them and 
many of them were orphan, they don’t have parents to sup-
ports, guide and protect them, so had no place to live or sur-
vived their life, therefore mafia’s like organization used these 
kinds of children to run their illegal business, by formulated 
their mentality in wrong direction. 

Pakistan faced street begging at an alarming ratio. 
The country was suffering from poverty which has forced 
hundreds of people to commit suicide, forced women to sell 
out their children and youngsters who left their homes force 
them to beg. According to latest survey a large number of 
peoples were living under a poverty line, because their earn-
ing was extremely low which creates huge difficulty for a per-
son to live a reasonable life.  
Academic research defines as a major perspective to begins the 
street begging, was the social problem so therefore the worker 
who works for the the mafia utilized it as startup trigger and 
targeted the youth that having the age approximately (18 to 
20) years. Because their minds were sharp and their body had 
strength to do things but they utilized their energy and 
strength in wrong path that is street begging. As we seen that 
the word street begging is a small word but causes a great 
negative impact on youth’s lives (Mark, 2012). Street begging 
was not controlled by one or two person it is an organization 
which runs and controls these type of act. In spite of guiding 
them right path they wash the youth’s brain to prepare them 
to beg. This was how these organizations scuttle their illegal 
business.  
 These organization not only emphasized them to do 
begging but also encouraging them to used drugs  and  in-

struct them to spread it in community or in different areas,  
from which these types of act not only effects on youth’s men-
tality  but  also their health too (Potter, 2014). According to 
research in Pakistan mostly drug addicted children were spot-
ted on street places. According to Pakistan’s research based 
articles, states that there is an organization where they con-
trive the youngsters in the form of beggars, these organization 
damaged their body parts, tried to visualized the public that it 
was real because the purpose was to get empathy from the 
people who were present around the beggars. So this was how 
things were scurry in street life (Smith, 2015). 

According to research of United nation discovered 
that 100 to 140 million children were living on a street, which 
shows that the youth’s power departed to decline state so we 
can easily estimate that again the dark revolution begin to in-
fluence on the world because youth were the only power who 
makes the world and without their importance the world was 
like a “garden without flowers” (Rome, 2009). 

According to report states that Pakistan is the place 
where population  approximately about 189.9 million accord-
ing to recent demographic data,  the most shameful and disas-
ter able aspect was the population margin of the street child-
ren were about 10 million and those children that have the  
age about 18-20 years their population estimated were 1.5 mil-
lion.  This ratio shows that country bends on his knee it seems 
that economic status and establishment of a country was 
moves towards the darkness and demolishes the future of 
youth and country as well. The number that  involves to 
represent the  street children in Karachi were 10,000, in Lahore 
were about 70,000, in Quetta were about 6000, in Peshawar 
were about12,000, and in Rawalpindi were about 25,000 (Ka-
shif, Ahmed, 2008). 
 As we know that drugs are the silent killer, for short time it 
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gives pleasure but slowly and steadily it devastated brain‘s 
ability tocontrol the functions of body. The effectance of drugs 
had a physiological effect when ingested or introduced into 
the body through injection and from other methods. Research 
based article states that the Pakistan is the 5thlargest place 
where these types of activities were held and to enhance these 
types of activities (Tarique, Hassan, 2009). Primary key were 
the street children the most hidden aspect behind in this mafia 
like organization leads this type of illegitimate business 
through street children because their parents doesn’t have 
enough resources and strength to help their children so there-
fore they sold their children to these organization (Brooke, 
2008). Others were those who escape from their houses due to 
certain reason so these types of organization caught them and 
then utilized their body energy, strength and their body to sell 
the drugs. That’s why our country’s youth is suffering from 
psychological problem, both who received the drugs and 
those who sales it mean street children (Tarique, Hassan, 
2009). 

 Begging is curse on society people make this profes-
sion as money earner system and demolished the real concept 
of sympathy. According to research the member who works 
for the mafia, prepared many street children to do this type of 
activity to show sympathy to people who were present around 
them. So firstly these organization sort their body impaired by 
broke their body parts and excreted out some body organ to 
developed emotion and feeling for the public who observing 
them and it was not finish yet they had also do many other 
malevolent work which makes me embarrassed to tell you that 
the organ they excreted out from these children is the pur-
posed to sold it. If any street child’s death had occurs so they 
won’t pit him or her in to the grave firstly they expelled out all 
their valuable vital organ and then pit them into grave (Ad-
nan, 2009). 

 Psychologically the children who were present on the 
street were have erodedbrain which mold their mind to beg 
and for other illegitimate work. According to research article 
states that there were different methods to swab the children’s 
mind through therapies like (hypnotism) and other medicines 
like zolpidem tartrate, Quazepam and Carbromal etc (Lee, 
2013). Stimulate to destroy their mentality level so they won’t 
be able to done things by their own. They could do only those 
things which organization wants to done through them (Na-
dia, Zulfikar, 2007).  

An article states that  the organization  that  runs 
these types of business, had alot of motives  related to their 
business and one of the major motive is that they do not want 
to standardized youth power in positive manner because they 
knew that youth  are the power and supporting back of any 
country or nation if this backup begins to construct in positive 
manner so firstly all these types of illegal business slowly and 
steadily departed to decline, in the past they makes people 
addicted of drugs  but knows that  if  this new generations 
strongly aware about it and if they bring revolution in it so 
their business stands  no ware so that’s why these type of or-

ganization targeted  the youth that having  (18-20) year .So this 
was the strategy of the organization to destroyed the youth, so 
no one stops them and this tradition proceeded last long-
er.(Ahmadi, Hama, 2004) 
 Begging was not just  identify only  it also generated 
too according to research article states that  there were many 
organization that  adopted children or bought them from their 
parents but not to build them their major outlook is to pre-
pared these children for begging and when they were in the 
proper state to do begging so  they break some body part of  
that child and then place them  in some sort of areas for beg-
ging, these all were planned by these organization this a 
bunch of organization called network (Paul, 2010). It was pure 
planned that how to prepared youth for this business because 
they want less risk and more profit so that’s why these organi-
zation washed their mind at the beginning stage  when these 
children having age only 5.This is the age of children’s grass 
root level so in spite of developing they destroyed them and 
utilized them in begging (James, Patrick, 2011). 

 According to research article states that some of the 
youth children pretending to be gay to earn money through 
begging so by this reprehensible act a stigma where appeared 
(Kaushik, 2014). All the youth of Pakistan, for earning money 
they destroyed their self-esteem and personality at any cost so 
this was the main reason that our country doesn’t reach the 
success of enhancement, respect and authority. Other reason 
was that any of the youth who have knowledge and education 
but they don’t have resources to full filled their needs so by 
this negative effectance, causes great  impact on their life so 
they have no other option inspite of doing begging so due to 
this reason there were many agency or organization are 
present who plays with their emotion and  fulfilled their needs 
based on only one condition, to beg so this is how our edu-
cated youth was also involved in this dishonorable and illegal 
business (Junaid, Raman,2005). 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Descriptive method is used to carry out the study by get-
ting this information. I had conducted a research survey and 
filled these questioners to those people who relates with this 
topic assignment (Psychological Perspectives on Street Child-
ren in Pakistan) and in this research, firstly the concern was 
taken from the participants that participants was ensure to 
take the concern ethically and then I filled 100 question pa-
pers with 100 different peoples who relates with this matter 
including male and female that having the age (18-20) years it 
means youth, it will take ten days to filled these questioners. 
I Face numerous problem  to get information related to this 
sensitive topic and the most difficult part was that mostly the 
people are illiterate they doesn’t know  how to  read and  
write so I went to an organization name (Care and cure) where 
these age of youth were present over there. When I filled these 
questioners with them so some are able to read it but can’t 
write and some of them won’t be able to done both of these 
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activity, but by the help of the workers those were present on 
that spot had help me to sort out this matter by heard the 
views from them and filled the questioners. 

 

3. ANALYSIS 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In Pakistan population margin of street children were 

10 million and the children   have age 18-20 years having pop-
ulation estimated is 1.5 million this shows that country 
strength and enhanced moves towards in decline state. Pakis-
tan is 5thlargest places were these types of activities were held 
and to enhance these activities, the primary keys were street 
children. .An organization that runs these types of illegitimate 
things called (Mafia). Begging is a curse on society but people 
make this profession as money earner system and demolished 
the real concept of sympathy, they prepare the children for 
this by broken their body’s parts or excreted out their  vital 
organ because to get sympathy to those who were present 
around them and also the most embarrassed and shocking 
news was that  organ they excreted out from  these children 
was the purposed to sold it and if any street child’s death had 
occurs so they won’t pit them in to the grave firstly they ex-

pelled out all their advantageous  vital organ and  then pit 
them  into grave. Psychologically the children who were 
present on the street were have eroded brain and mold their 
mind to beg and for other illegitimate work. According to re-
search article states that there were different methods to swab 
the minds of children through the therapies like (hypnotism) 
and other medicines which helps to destroy their mentality. 
Begging is not just identify only it also generated too because 
there are many organization that adopted children and bought 
them from their parents and after that washed their minds at 
the beginning stage when these children are in the age of 
5years. This is the age of children’s grass root level so in spite 
of developing, they destroyed them and utilized them in beg-
ging. Youth were the only power who makes the world and 
without their importance the world is like a “garden without 
flowers” 
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